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Summary
The relationship between the timing of phenological events, such as leave
senescence, and climate change is not yet established and therefore more observations
are needed. Three methods to observe phenological changes exist: near-surface
remote sensing (e.g. PhenoCams), phenological observations and satellite images. A
totally new near-surface remote sensing method uses smartphone images. Images
contain Red Green Blue (RGB) colour channel information that can be used for
calculating the green chromatic coordinates (gcc). The project ‘Global Learning and
Observation to Benefit the Environment’ (GLOBE) developed the GrowApp where
users can easily capture animations of seasonal changes in their own environments.
The existing GrowApp can effectively collect phenological changes for many
locations.
This research investigated GrowApp images’ utility to analyse temporal variation
in greenness and how the GrowApp can be incorporated in the GLOBE educational
program. Firstly, autumn images of 13 trees were analysed with the free Analysing
Digital Images 16 (ADI16) software. The gcc of the images were compared with
phenological observations and with changes in the Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI) derived from satellite images of the pixels that contained the trees.
Secondly, two questionnaires were developed to determine the main factors whether a
school participates in the GrowApp educational program. Fourteen, respectively
twenty-three, teachers responded to the two questionnaires.
My research shows that using these smartphone images is still challenging due to
the large gcc variation over of the different trees. This is caused by different
environmental and technical factors, such as the time of the day, local weather
condition and smartphone type. However, the images are powerful in visualizing a
tree’s phenological cycle. Furthermore, this research innovatively compared nearsurface images with phenological observations and satellite images. Phenological
observations are a valuable method to systematically capture phenological changes.
Combining the three methods help with the up- and downscaling of phenological
information.
The questionnaires’ results indicate that GLOBE should focus on providing
different (independent) activities for the educational program, where students should
formulate research questions, compare observations and report and share their
findings. Additionally, GLOBE should make available online teaching materials, an
action plan and a teacher manual. This helps teachers to familiarise themselves with
the educational program. In conclusion, students can help to further investigate other
phenological events and gcc variations in GrowApp images with the GLOBE
educational program.
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Introduction

1.1

Impact of climate change on phenology

An earlier start of spring, a longer growing season and the start of bird migration
changes: not only current climate is changing, but also phenology is changing.
Phenology is the timing of yearly recurring life-cycle events of plants and animals.
The timing of phenological events, such as the start of flowering or unfolding of
leaves, is advancing with an increase in temperature. Due to the increase in
temperature in the past thirty years, the start of spring advanced 2.3 to 5.2 days (Parry,
M.L., Canziani, O.F., Palutikof, J.P., van der Linden, P.J. & Hanson, 2007). For
example the snowdrop, cornelian cherry and hazel start growing around eighteen days
earlier in the last fifteen years (van Vliet et al., 2013). Autumn phenology and the
relation with climate change is, on the other hand, not established (Gallinat et al.,
2015; Menzel et al., 2006). For example, Menzel et al. (2006) show for leaf colouring
and leaf fall no significant relationship with temperature trends. Understanding the
relationship between phenology and climate change is important, as the length of the
growing season determines various important global processes, such as the carbon,
nitrogen and water cycles, and the energy balance of the Earth (Richardson et al.,
2010).The changing growing season has also consequences for the agriculture,
fishery, tourism and our health. For example, hay fever patients will suffer from the
longer flowering periods. However, more observations are needed to better
understand the timing of phenology changes and climate change.
1.2

Methods for monitoring phenological changes

Several methods can observe the phenological changes in nature. The first
method is remote sensing and using satellite images. Disaster Monitoring
Constellation (DMC) satellites capture images of the Netherlands three times a week
with a resolution of 25 by 25 meter. Groenmonitor.nl is a website of Wageningen
Environmental Research that presents, based on these satellite images, the
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) of the Netherlands, which provides
information about the greenness of an area. Changes in the NDVI can show the
seasonality’s of the vegetation. Groenmonitor.nl showed, for example, that broadleaf
trees in 2014 started growing three weeks earlier compared to 20131. The advantage
of satellite images is the large-scale information and the global coverage. The
disadvantages are the resolution scale and the frequency of usable images. Due to the
large resolution scale, species that are incorporated in one pixel are hard to determine.
The temporal resolution of satellite images is limited due to clouds and atmospheric
disturbances.
A second method uses near-surface remote sensing. An example is the
PhenoCam. This automatic webcam is mounted on a tower or platform and
continuously makes images of a tree or a canopy. The webcams record the greenness
by making Red Green Blue (RGB) images (Hufkens et al., 2012). An image consists
of three basic colours, RGB, and based on the percentage of colour occurrence, the
green chromatic coordinate (gcc) can be determined. An advantage of PhenoCams is
the documentation of the spatial and temporal variation of phenological events, such
as leaf unfolding in spring and leaf colouring in autumn (Hufkens et al., 2012;
Richardson et al., 2009). Other advantages of this method are the continuousness in
1
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time, rather than relying on a few separate measuring moments per unit of time, and
the relatively inexpensiveness, as the webcams require little monitoring. The
disadvantage is that instruments may fail and certain infrastructure is required. Still,
the more detailed information can be a helpful addition to the information of satellite
images.
The third method to monitor phenological changes is observations by people.
The advantage of phenological observation is the possibility of the deployment of
volunteers, who can help to collect data for many locations. Furthermore,
observations give information about individual plants and people can observe species
of interest. The disadvantage is the high labour-intensity and the difficulty to
investigate spatial variation. The time investment can be reduced by observations of
citizens. However, scientist should keep in mind that with field observations there is a
risk of observer bias. For example the counting of coloured leaves is relatively more
complicated than the observation of leaf unfolding, which might result in different
greenness information over time. The scientific contribution of citizens is called
citizen science and has seen an increase in interest from the scientific community
since the beginning of the 21st century.
1.3

GLOBE GrowApp

One of the programs that are monitoring phenological changes is GLOBE
(Global Learning and Observation to Benefit the Environment). The GLOBE program
is an international organization that stimulates citizen science by developing science
and educational programs in which students and the public worldwide participate in
collecting data for specific projects2. One of the projects is the surface temperature
field project, where students look at the temperature difference between paved and
unpaved roads and upload their data to the GLOBE database3. Another project is
about climate and land cover. Students have to make images around their school
environment and classify representative land cover areas4. GLOBE’s projects do not
only contribute to the understanding of the Earth system and global environment, but
also encourage students to learn how to do scientific research. Already 28,000 schools
in 117 countries are part of the GLOBE network. Scientists of different organizations,
such as the NASA, universities and climate institutions develop the education
projects.
GLOBE The Netherlands also incorporates the phenological monitoring program
and is connected to the Dutch phenological network ‘Nature’s Calendar (De
Natuurkalender in Dutch). Nature’s Calendar is a citizen science project where
volunteers and students observe phenological changes, such as the start of flowering
or the arrival of migratory birds5. For the observation of a tree’s green-up and greendown, volunteers use the GLOBE phenological protocol6. With the observations,
researcher can better understand the effect of climate change on nature.
In 2016, GLOBE The Netherlands started the GrowApp project, which will help
to capture variations in nature. A totally new and innovative near-surface remote
sensing method uses smartphone images for phenological research. Using
smartphones images is exciting and can observe phenological changes for many
2

http://www.globe.gov/about/overview
http://www.globe.gov/web/surface-temperature-field-campaign
4
http://www.globe.gov/web/clc/overview
5
http://globenederland.nl/onderzoeksproject/natuurkalender/
6
https://www.globe.gov/web/phenology-and-climate
3
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locations. Additionally, the GrowApp user does not have to make complicated
estimations anymore. Images of nature objects can be made throughout the year and
at a fixed position and an automatic animation of the images will be be generated to
show the phenological changes over time. The user is asked to make images regularly
(e.g. at least once a week and in spring and autumn preferable several times a week)
to show the full phenological cycle of a tree. Six tree species are part of the GrowApp
program: the birch, beech, oak, hazel, wild cherry and broad-leaved lime, as these
species are common in a large part of Europe and they show a clear phenological
cycle.
When opening the GrowApp, the map of the Netherlands is showed and is
zoomed at Amsterdam. Red boxes on the map indicate locations where previous
images were made (Figure 1). If you click
on a red box, an animation of the
corresponding images will be showed.
There are four symbols in the main
screen. At the lower right, a symbol of a
camera is shown, that directs to making
an image at your current position.
Important is to put your smartphone’s
GPS on. If an image is made before, the
previous image is transparently shown to
make the next image from the same
perspective. Another feature of the
GrowApp is adding images to a photo
collection of someone else. If you are
walking in the area of a red box, you can
click on the box and the corresponding
images(s) will be showed. An icon with a
camera and plus sign is showed in the
images(s), which directs to your own
camera. Again the previous image will
be transparently shown.
The symbol at the upper left corner
will lead to the menu of the app, where
more information can be found and where
you can manage your photos. The symbol
at the bottom left corner lead the map to
Figure 1: Main screen of the GrowApp, where your current location (only if the GPS
the map of the Netherlands is visible and the function is on). The symbol at the upper
red boxes indicate existing photo locations.
right corner can be used to select different
layers, such as background map only, start of season, vegetation trend and yesterday’s
day temperature. The lay out of the GrowApp is still under development, which
means that the look of the main screen can slightly be changed in the coming months.
In spring 2017, the GrowApp project will be launched in Europe.
A challenge now is to see how useful the images can be to identify the timing of
phenological events, knowing the enormous technical and natural diversity in images.
Furthermore, the GrowApp has to be implemented in the GLOBE educational
program and therefore the challenge is to see how schools can get involved and
actually work with the app. Therefore, the importance is to discover factors that
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determine whether a school participates in the GLOBE educational program, and this
is where this research comes in.
1.4

Objective and research questions

The main objectives of my research are to determine the usability of the GLOBE
GrowApp images to analyse temporal variation in greenness and to determine how
the GrowApp can be incorporated in the GLOBE educational program. These aims
focus both on the technical qualifications of the app as well on the factors that
determine its usability for schools. The following research questions are formulated:
1. Which environmental and technical factors influence the greenness in a
GrowApp image?
2. How do the changes of greenness measured by NDVI, GrowApp images and
phenological observations correlate with each other?
3. What are the factors that determine whether a school participates in the
GLOBE GrowApp educational program?
1.5

Thesis outline

The three different methods (near-surface images, phenological observations and
satellite images) that can capture phenological changes have been explained and form
the basis of this research. Chapter 2 explains the methodology and describes how the
data was collected and analysed. Chapter 3 will present the results of the near-surface
images analysis and the related environmental and technical factors that influence the
green chromatic coordinate (gcc). Furthermore the gcc of near-surface images will be
compared with phenological observations and satellite images. We see that using all
three methods are valuable for the monitoring of phenological changes. The third
research question, that focus on the implementation of the GrowApp is discussed
separately in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 drafts the final conclusions and discusses them in
the context with other scientific literature. The conclusions and related
recommendations that can be drawn from this research are provided in Chapter 6.
This research will show that the GrowApp is interesting to use in the GLOBE
educational program and can help to monitor phenological changes.
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2

Method

This chapter explains the research design and chosen data collection methods.
Firstly, the different study sites with the investigated trees will be explained.
Secondly, an elaboration of the three different methods (e.g. near-surface images,
phenological observations and satellite images) that have been used for the greenness
analysis will be presented. The last part explains how two questionnaires have been
set up to determine factors that influence the participation of teachers in the GrowApp
educational program.
2.1

Phenological data

For the first part of this research, near-surface images, phenological observations
and satellite images from several deciduous trees in autumn 2015 and autumn 2016
have been investigated. Deciduous broadleaf trees were considered, as they show
strong seasonal phenology. Furthermore, only the phenological changes in autumn
were part of this research, as this research was limited to half a year.
Data has been gathered from 13 trees at two different sites (Table 1). The first
site was at Utrecht in 2016, were two oaks, two birches and four hazels have been
investigated. These species have been choses as they are part of the GrowApp
program and they were easy accessible for the collection of near-surface images. The
other three species (beech, wild cherry and broad-leaved lime) has not been included
as they were not present in the surrounding area. The area of Wageningen and Ede
was the second study site, were A.J. van Vliet has been gathered data in 2015 and
2016 from two horse chestnuts, two oaks and a birch.
Table 1: Study sites.
Location

Site

Lat; Long,

Tree species

Utrecht
Utrecht
Utrecht
Utrecht
Utrecht
Utrecht
Utrecht
Utrecht
Wageningen
Wageningen
Wageningen
Wageningen
Ede
Beverwijk

Van Lieflandlaan
Van Lieflandlaan
Van Lieflandlaan
Van Lieflandlaan
Samosdreef
Abcoudeplein
Abcoudeplein
Samuel Mullerstraat
Droevendaalsesteeg
Droevendaalsesteeg
Droevendaalsesteeg
Droevendaalsesteeg
Statenpad
Zeestraat

52.106873, 5.116818
51.106616, 5.118299
52.107473, 5.116260
52.107334, 5.116732
52.116315, 5.114737
52.104408, 5.118170
52.104303, 5.117826
52.105100, 5.117912
51.98782, 5.66599
51.987757, 5.665855
51.988478, 5.665399
51.988307, 5.563354
52.021122, 5.63354
52.488426, 4.634272

Oak (1)
Birch
Hazel (1)
Hazel (2)
Birch
Hazel (1)
Hazel (2)
Oak (2)
Horse chestnut (1)
Horse chestnut (2)
Oak (1)
Birch
Oak (2)
Conifer (and two
unknown species)

2.2

Year
images
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2015, 2016
2015, 2016
2015, 2016
2015, 2016
2015, 2016
November
26, 2016

Photographer
J. Rietveld
J. Rietveld
J. Rietveld
J. Rietveld
J. Rietveld
J. Rietveld
J. Rietveld
J. Rietveld
A.J. van Vliet
A.J. van Vliet
A.J. van Vliet
A.J. van Vliet
A.J. van Vliet
J. Rietveld

Near-surface images

Two different smartphone types have been used for the collection of near-surface
images. Images of the eight trees at Utrecht have been with made with the Samsung
S4 and images of the five trees at Wageningen and Ede have been made with the
iPhone 5s. Images have been taken with a daily frequency around the same time
(approximately 5 pm) and at the same position (sun in the back). Furthermore, for one
week, images of the eight trees at Utrecht have been taken with a high frequency (five
times a day between 8 am and 6 pm) to investigate the environmental variability’s in
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an image. High frequency images showed how the variability in light intensity could
influence the gcc in an image.
To show the technical variability that might influence the greenness in an image,
18 smartphones have made the same images of a conifer and two unknown species
around 10 am (Table 2). The 18 smartphones have been collected during an activity of
the Youth Association JNM (Jeugdbond voor Natuur- en Milieustudie in Dutch) at
Beverwijk at the 26th of November 2016 (Table 1). The gcc value of the different
images per tree has been compared.
Table 2: Type of smartphones that have been used to investigate the influence of different
cameras on the gcc.

1. Huawai p8 lite (1)
2. Huawai p8 lite (2)
3. Huawai p8 (1)
4. Huawai p8 (2)

7. iPhone 4s (3)
8. iPhone 5s
9. HTC M8
10. LG Spirit

13 Samsung Galaxy S2
14 Samsung Galaxy S5
15. Sony Xperia M4 Aqua
16. Sony Xperia Z5 Compact

5. iPhone 4s (1)
6. iPhone 4s (2)

11. Oneplus One
12. Samsung Galaxy A3

17. Xiomi redmi 3
18. YotAphone

To determine the gcc in an image, images were uploaded in the free Analysing
Digital Images 16 (ADI16) software. The ADI16 software can be used to determine
the greenness in an image. The image analysis program is designed for educational
use for both PCs and Macs. The software provides integrated tools to analyse the
colour, the size and position of objects in a digital image. For the analysis of
greenness in an image, a spatial analysis tool can be used. This software calculates the
percentage red, green and blue within an image. With these percentages, the image’s
greenness can be calculated by using the formula of the green chromatic coordinate
(gcc):
gcc= % green / (% red + % green + % blue)
The gcc is a nonlinear transformation of
the green digital numbers and describes the
actual green colour as perceived by human
vision. The gcc use largely supress the changes
in weather condition (Sonnentag et al., 2012).
Within the spatial analysis tool there are
six measurement tools: pixel, line, path,
rectangle, polygon and angle tool. The pixel,
line and path tool are not useful in analysing
the greenness in an image, as with these tools
the selection in the image is limited.
Calculating the tree’s crown greenness is for
example not possible as they can calculate
only the average colour of the pixels
intersecting the line or crosshair segments.
The rectangle tool helps to select an area
within the image and calculates the average
colour of the pixels within the rectangle
Figure 2: The yellow rectangle is the
region-of-interest, whereby the ADI16 (Figure 2). The numbers are provided in the
program calculates the percentage red, bottom left column of the window. The
green and blue.
intensity of colours range between 0%,
meaning none of the colour is present, to
12

100%, when maximum colour is present. To create a rectangle you can click and drag
a rectangle. The different rectangle sizes do not have a significant effect on the gcc
values if at least part of the tree’s crown is selected and not the whole image (Figure
3). A comparable tool is the polygon tool that can draw irregular shapes on the image.
A maximum of 67 vertexes can be placed in the image. The last vertex must lie close
to the starting vertex to complete the polygon. When the vertex is complete, the
program calculates the percentage of the presented colours. The disadvantage of the
polygon tool is the high labour intensity. The user has to perform more actions to get
the same results as the rectangle tool. Therefore, all near-surface images have been
analysed with the ADI16 rectangle tool.
0,46
0,44
0,42

Gcc

0,40
0,38
0,36
0,34
0,32
0,30
0,28
15-Sep

22-Sep

29-Sep

Rectangle of the crown

6-Oct

13-Oct

20-Oct

Rectangle of the crown's centre

27-Oct

3-Nov
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Figure 3: Changing greenness of the horse chestnut at Wageningen in 2015, measured with a
rectangle of the tree’s crown, a rectangle of the crown’s centre and with the polygon tool of the
tree’s crown.

2.3

Phenological observations

The phenological observations were conducted by counting the leaf colouration
of the selected trees. Ten boxes were visualised, 4 at the bottom, 3 in the middle and 3
at the top of the tree. A box consisted 10 leaves and the coloured leaves in the box
were counted. A percentage between 0 and 100 was given based on the ratio of
coloured and green leaves in the ten visualized boxes. In addition, the location, type
of tree, date, time and weather condition were noted.
2.4

Satellite images

Satellite data for the thirteen study sites were downloaded from Groenmonitor.nl.
Groenmonitor.nl provides the NDVI of 25 by 25 meter pixels. The NDVI is based on
the principle that green biomass absorbs red sunlight (RED) through photosynthesis
and reflects most of the infrared light (NIR). Bare soil has a smaller ratio of absorbed
and reflected light and has a lower NDVI value. Groenmonitor.nl uses values between
0 and 1. Value 0 stands for open water; values between 0.1 and 0.2 are specified as
bare soil and from value 0.2 starts vegetation growth. Values between 0.8 and 0.9 are
vegetation with different layers and value 1 stands for a maximum of vegetation
growth. Satellite images produce vertical images and measure the tree’s greenness
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from above. Near-surface images and phenological observations, on the other hand,
provide the tree’s horizontal greenness.
For the comparison with near-surface images and phenological observations, the
greenness of near surface images and satellite images have been scaled to a
percentage between 0 and 100. This has been done with the following formula:
Scaled greenness=(gcc– minimum value)/difference between min and max*100
For satellite images, the minimum and maximum value have been determined by the
values that Groenmonitor.nl provided for the pixel where the tree is located in the
period that near-surface images and phenological observations have been made
(August till December).
2.5

Interviews / questionnaire

To answer the third research question, two questionnaires are developed. The
target group was teachers that are member of GLOBE, as they knew some projects of
GLOBE and were easy accessible through the online newsletter. The first
questionnaire focussed on what a teacher think is important in using the GrowApp,
for example, what features does an attractive and usable app need to work with
(Appendix A). On the GLOBE science fair training on October 13, 2016, fourteen
teachers of a TTO school (bilingual education) were present and filled in the quick
scan questionnaire. The second more in-depth questionnaire focussed on the factors
that influence whether a school participates (Appendix B). Participants of the first
questionnaire who gave their personal information were asked to participate again for
the more in-depth questionnaire. In addition, 150 teachers have received a GLOBE
newsletter with the invitation to participate in the second questionnaire and in total 24
teachers participated.
The results of the questionnaire have been presented in tables and figures. In
the tables, different topics have been weighted and ranked. For the weighting, the
following formulas, depending on the question, have been used:
Weighted responses for ‘How important’ questions = ((nvery important ! 5) +
(nimportant ! 4) + (nneutral ! 3) + (nnot important ! 2) + (ntotally not important ! 1)) / nparticipants
OR:
Weighted responses for ‘yes/no’ questions = ((nyes ! 3) + (nmaybe ! 2) + (nno !
1)) / nparticipants
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3

Results of the temporal variation in greenness

The first part of the results gives insight into the use of smartphone images to
determine temporal variation in greenness. Images at Wageningen and Ede from 2015
and 2016 will be discussed first and secondly the images at Utrecht. The second part
elaborates on the environmental and technical factors that influence the gcc value.
Thereafter the gcc values of near-surface images are compared with greenness data
from phenological observations and satellite images.
3.1

Changing greenness of different trees at Wageningen and Ede

The speed of autumn colouring varied between different trees. The gcc value of
the horse chestnut at Wageningen in 2015 varied between 0.44 and 0.30 (Figure 3).
0.44 stands for almost a full green-up and 0.30 for a total leafless tree (Figure 4). The
first autumn colouring started already on the 15th of September (Figure 3). The gcc
decreased strongly after the 7th of October, which represented a fast colouring of the
tree. On the 23rd of October, the leaves were fully coloured (Figure 4), but the gcc
value was lower on the 27th of October (Figure 3). The lower value can be related to
the image colour intensity (see also Section 3.3.2). After the 27th of October, the gcc
increased again due to the appearance of the background in the image after some
leaves have dropped (see Image 6 of Figure 4).

Figure 4: The horse chestnut on the 15th of September (upper left), 7th (upper middle), 9th (upper
right), 23th (lower left) and 27th (lower middle) of October and the 2nd (lower right) of November
2015.

The gcc of the two horse chestnuts in 2016 varied between 0.44 and 0.31 and
showed a clear and almost the same autumn colouring pattern (Figure 5). From
15

October 11, the leaves of both trees coloured fast and on the 24th of October the
leaves were fully coloured. Horse chestnut 2 lost the leaves earlier than Horse
chestnut 2 and is confirmed by the images (Figure 6).
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Figure 5: The changing greenness of the two horse chestnuts at Wageningen in 2016.

Figure 6: Image of Horse chestnut 1 (left tree) and Horse chestnut 2 (right tree) on the 23rd of
October 2015.

The leaf colouring of the oak at Wageningen in 2015 showed a more variable
pattern (Figure 7). The gcc values varied strongly between 0.42 and 0.32. For example
on the 5th of October, the gcc was 0.41, on the 8th the gcc was 0.35 and on the 12th the
16

gcc was 0.40. The gcc of the oak at Ede was also very variable, with high peaks and
low valleys (Figure 7).
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Figure 7: The gcc of the oak at Wageningen (oak 1) measured with a rectangle of the tree’s crown
(blue) versus a rectangle of only the top of the crown (red) and the gcc of the oak at Ede (oak 2) in
2015.

The same variation could be seen in the 2016 images of the oak at Wageningen
(Figure 8). Overall a decreasing pattern could be seen, but again with high peaks and
low valleys. The gcc of the oak at Ede provided a more stable autumn colouring
pattern with less variation. The gcc values varied between 0.38 and 0.32. The
colouring started around the 26th of October and within two days the tree coloured
fast. The images confirmed the start and fast colouring of the oak at Ede, but did not
show a full colouration on the 3rd of November (Figure 9).
The gcc of the birch at Wageningen in 2015 varied between 0.40 and 0.32 (Figure
10). Before the 23th of October, the birch did not colour much, but the green down
started slowly. After the 23th of October, the autumn colouration went fast and within
seven days, the tree had lost all leaves. Again the increase after the 3rd of November
could be explained by the appearance of the background in the image after all leaves
have dropped. The gcc of the birch at Wageningen in 2016 was more variable, with
values between 0.38 and 0.32 (Figure 10). High peaks were on the 7th and 11th of
October and on the 2nd of November. Overall, throughout the whole period the leaves
were colouring slowly. On the 4th of November, a large part of the leaves were
coloured and around the 21st of November, the tree had lost almost all leaves.
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Figure 8: The changing greenness of the oak at Wageningen (oak 1) and the oak at Ede (oak 2) in
2016.

Figure 9: The oak at Ede on the 26th (upper left), 28th (upper right) of October and on the 3rd
(lower left) and 10th (lower right) of November 2016.
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Figure 10: Changing greenness of the birch at Wageningen in 2015 and 2016.

3.2

Changing greenness of different trees at Utrecht

Figure 11 to Figure 16 show the gcc of trees at Utrecht in 2016. First, the birch at
Samosdreef provided gcc values between 0.40 and 0.33. The gcc of the birch at Van
Lieflandlaan showed the same pattern with values between 0.39 and 0.32. The highest
values for both trees were on the 13th and the 15th of September, the 22nd and 29th of
October, and the 6th of November. Figure 11 did not show a clear starting point of
colouration for Birch 1, while images indicated the start of colouration on the 1st of
November (Figure 12). The colouration period of Birch 2 was not so clear in both the
gcc values (Figure 11) and the images (Figure 12).
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Figure 11: Changing greenness of two birches at Samosdreef (birch 1) and Van Lieflandlaan
(birch 2) in 2016.
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Figure 12: Images of the birch (1) on the 22nd of October, 1st, 8th and 14th of November (upper
row from left to right) and the birch (2) on the 6th, 14th, 17th and 20th of November (lower row
from left to right).

The gcc of the four hazels also varied strongly with no clear start of the
colouration period. The gcc of Hazel 1 at Abcoudeplein varied between 0.42 and 0.35
(Figure 13). The pronounced peaks were on the 13th of September, the 24th of October
and the 6th of November. The gcc values of Hazel 2 varied between 0.41 and 0.35 with
high values on the 2nd and 24th of October and the 3rd of November. The lowest value
was around the 29th of November, as the tree had lost all leaves.
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Figure 13: Changing greenness of two hazels at Abcoudeplein in 2016.
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The gcc of the hazels at Van Lieflandlaan showed a slightly different pattern
compared with the hazels at Abcoudeplein (Figure 14). The small hazel (Hazel 1)
showed a larger variation in gcc values and varied between 0.42 and 0.34, while the
bigger hazel (Hazel 2) had less variation in gcc with values between 0.39 and 0.33.
Notable, the gcc values of Hazel 2 were lower at the beginning of the autumn season
compared with the end of the season. Around the 24th of October the gcc was
increasing towards 0.39 and decreased again after the 6th of November. For both
hazels, there was no clear start of colouration, which was confirmed by the images
(Figure 15). To indicate the start of autumn colouring was hard, as the leaves of the
hazel coloured slowly into yellow.
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Figure 14: Changing greenness of two hazels at Van Lieflandlaan in 2016.

Figure 15: Images of the hazel (1) at Van Lieflandlaan on the 21st of September, 29th of October
and the 1st and 14th of November.
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The gcc of the oak at Samuel Mullerstraat (Oak 1) varied between 0.44 and 0.33,
whereby the highest value was at the first day. Furthermore, there were two periods
with higher gcc values. The gcc of the oak at Van Lieflandlaan varied between 0.40 and
0.33 with three peaks on the 15th of September, the 22nd of October and the 6th of
November. Both trees did not show a clear colouration pattern.
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Figure 16: Changing greenness of two oaks at Samuel Mullerstraat (oak 1) and Van Lieflandlaan
(oak 2) in 2016.

3.3

Environmental and technical factors influencing the gcc

The gcc values in the near-surface images varied and often did not show a clear
declining autumn pattern. The large variation could be explained by environmental
and technical factors, such as the time of the day, weather conditions, the background
of trees, the type of camera and the camera’s automatic settings.
3.3.1 Day variability
From the 11th till the 13th of October, images from the eight trees at Utrecht, and
on the 8th of November images from 13 other trees at Utrecht have been taken around
8.30 am (morning), 11.30 am (lunch), 2.30 pm (afternoon) and 5.30 pm (evening). A
paired sample t-test showed significant (p < 0.001) higher gcc values in images that
were made around lunchtime and in the afternoon compared with images in the
morning and evening (
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Table 3). The gcc value of morning images compared with evening images, and
the gcc values of lunchtime images compared with afternoon images were not
significant (

Table 3).

Table 3: Paired sample t-test of the day variability.

Pair 1
Pair 2
Pair 3
Pair 4
Pair 5
Pair 6

Images morning Images lunch
Images morning Images afternoon
Images morning Images evening
Images lunch Images afternoon
Images lunch Images evening
Images afternoon Images evening

95%
Confidence
Interval of the
Std. Std. Error
Difference
Sig. (2Mean
Dev.
Mean
Lower Upper
t
df tailed)
-,015 ,017
,003 -,022 -,009 -4,966 30
,000
-,015 ,017

,003

-,022

-,008 -4,470 24

,000

,001 ,007

,001

-,001

,004

1,051 31

,302

-,002 ,016

,003

-,009

,005

-,592 23

,560

,017 ,015

,002

,012

,022

6,539 31

,000

,018 ,015

,003

,012

,025

6,016 24

,000

3.3.2 Weather condition and colour intensity
Another environmental factor that could explain the large variation in the gcc is
the weather conditions. The images of the oak at Wageningen in 2015 have been
analysed. At the beginning of autumn, most gcc values were relatively high (>0.40) as
the tree was still green and at the end of the seasons the gcc values were relatively low
(<0.36) due to the colouring of the leaves (Table 4). From the 7th of October, the
leaves started to colour and the leaves were fully coloured on the 18th of November
(Figure 17). Within the colouring period, there were some extreme high (red) and low
values (blue) (Table 4). Most images with lower gcc values in the colouring period
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have been made on overcast days and most images with higher gcc values on sunny
days, except on the 23rd of October (overcast day).
Table 4: Weather condition of the days that images have been made of the Oak at Wageningen in
2015. Red boxes indicate higher gcc values (>0.39) and blue boxes indicate low gcc values (<0.36).
The orange boxes indicate the period that the leaves were colouring.

Date
Weather
condition
Date
Weather
condition

21/09

23/09

28/09

01/10

05/10 07/10

08/10

09/10 12/10

14/10

Sun

Cloudy

Cloudy

Sun

Sun

Cloudy

Cloudy

Sun

Cloudy

19/10

23/10

27/10

29/10

02/11 04/11

10/11

18/11 07/12

Cloudy

Cloudy

Sun

Cloudy

Sun

Cloudy

Sun

Sun

Sun

Cloudy

The low gcc values of the oak at Wageningen in the colouring period could be
explained by the image’s colour intensity. On the 8th and 14th of October the images
were greyer (Figure 17), which resulted in lower gcc values (Table 4). In addition, the
image of the oak was greener on the 23rd of October, which resulted in a higher gcc
value despite the overcast day (Table 4). Furthermore, the oak at Ede also shows the
influence of the image’s colour intensity on the gcc value. The image on the 29th of
October seems greener with a lighter sky than the images on the 27th of October and
the 2nd of November (Figure 19). The greener image on the 29th of October
corresponds with a higher gcc value (Figure 7).

Figure 17: Near-surface images of the oak at Wageningen on the 7th (upper left), 8th (upper
middle), 14th (upper right), 19th (lower left), 23rd (lower middle) of October and 18th of November
(lower right) 2015.
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Figure 18: Images of the oak at Ede in 2015 on the 27th (left) and 29th (middle) of October and the
2nd (right) of November.

Higher gcc values on sunny-day images were also seen in the tree images at
Utrecht. The oak at Van Lieflandlaan for example, provided higher (>0.36) gcc values
on sunny days (red boxes in Table 5). One exception was on the 24th of October and
can be explained by the time of the day, as the image was made around the afternoon
(see Section 3.3.1). Another exception was on the 29th of November and can be
explained by the full colouring of the leaves.
Table 5: Weather condition on the days that images have been made of the Oak (2) at Utrecht in
2016. Red boxes indicate higher gcc values (>0.36) and blue boxes indicate low gcc values (<0.34).
The orange boxes indicate the period that the leaves were colouring.

Date
Weather
condition
Date
Weather
condition

15/09

16/09

21/09

02/10

09/10

12/10

14/10

22/10

24/10

Sun

Cloudy

Sun

Cloudy

Cloudy

Cloudy

Cloudy

Sun

Cloudy

29/10

01/11

03/11

6/11

14/11

17/11

20/11

29/11

Cloudy

Cloudy

Cloudy

Sun

Cloudy

Cloudy

Cloudy

Sun

3.3.3 Images background
Another more technical factor that has been investigated was the tree’s
background, as sometimes buildings or other trees were standing behind the
investigated trees (Figure 19). The rectangle tool has been used for the greenness
analysis and measured the gcc of the tree’s crown. Behind the horse chestnuts at
Wageningen a wood coloured building was present (Figure 6) and resulted in higher
greenness values after the trees has lost all leaves (Figure 5). For the oak at
Wageningen, leaves of other trees were visible through the foliage and could
influence the gcc. Therefore a smaller rectangle has been used and only calculated the
gcc of the top of the crown, as no other trees were behind that rectangle. The
difference between the two rectangle sizes was not significant, until leaves dropped
and more sky became visible (Figure 7).
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Figure 19: Image of the oak at Wageningen on September 21st (left) and on November 18th, 2015
where other trees are present behind the oak.

3.3.4 Smartphone variability
The GrowApp allows different users with different smartphones to add images to
an already existing animation. The use of different smartphones might influence the
gcc value. Figure 20 shows the different gcc values for the conifer and two unknown
species, generated from images made with 18 smartphones. The average gcc of the
conifer was 0.425 with a standard deviation of 0.022. For the second tree, the average
gcc was 0.391 with a standard deviation of 0.023. The third tree had an average gcc of
0.403 with a standard deviation of 0.021.
The type of camera and the automatic settings of a smartphone could explain the
large variability in gcc. First of all, smartphones have different types of cameras with a
specific type of sensor and a certain aperture (Table 6). A sensor determines the size
and resolution of the image. The aperture determines the amount of light that can
reach the sensor. The lower the aperture, the more light can come through, which
results in sharper images.
Furthermore, the camera settings of a smartphone differ with every image. There
are three automatic settings that can be manually changed: white balance, light
sensitivity and the high dynamic range (HDR) function. First, the white balance
ensures the colour of the image. If you set a fixed white balance, the colours relative
to each other will be the same in all images. The colour gradient will be more
consistent with a manually fixed white balance than with an automatic white balance
(Ide and Oguma, 2010; Zhao et al., 2012). Smartphones provide most of the time four
white balance options: artificial light, daylight, cloudy or fluorescent. The artificial
light option reduces the orange tint and is being used inside the house. The daylight
option reduces the blue tint and is being used during daytime. The cloudy option is
the same as the daylight option, but gives a warmer colour, as the outside colours are
greyer. The fluorescent option is being used for a room with fluorescent light.
The second automatic option is the light sensitivity (ISO speed) that determines
how much light you let through in your camera. A low ISO speed will be used to
make images on a sunny day. The last setting is the HDR function, but is not
applicable on all smartphones. The HDR function makes three images with three
different settings and combines the images to one to show both the darker and lighter
parts in the image. All the different types of cameras and the different automatic
settings result in different RGB colour intensities and therefore different gcc values.
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Figure 20: Different gcc value of a conifer (tree 1) and two unknown species (tree 2 and 3) made
with 18 different smartphones on the 26th of November 2016.

Figure 21: Images of the conifer (left) and two unknown species at Beverwijk on November 26th
2016.
Table 6: Technical characteristics of different smartphone brands.

Megapixel
Sensor size
Aperture

3.4

Huawai P8

iPhone 5S

HTC M8

LG Spirit

13
1/3.06”
f/2.0

8
1/3”
f/2.2

4
1/3”
f/2.0

8
f/1.8

Samsung
Galaxy S5
16
1/2.6”
f/2.2

Sony Xperia
Z5
23
1/2.3”
f/2.0

Comparing GrowApp images, phenological observations and satellite
images

This subchapter compares the greenness values measured by GrowApp images,
phenological observations and satellite images. First the trees at Wageningen and Ede
in 2015 will be discussed and thereafter the trees at Utrecht in 2016.
3.4.1 Comparison for the trees at Wageningen and Ede
The greenness values varied among the three different methods (near-surface
images, phenological observations and satellite images). Figure 22 shows the scaled
percentage greenness of the oak at Wageningen in 2015. The near-surface images had
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a large variability in gcc values and did not correspond to the greenness of the other
two methods. The start of autumn colouring occurred earlier in the satellite images
than with the phenological observations, but overall they followed the same autumn
colouring pattern. Around the 25th of October, satellite images observed 51%
greenness and phenological observation counted 58% greenness. Around the 1st of
November however, the gcc differed substantially between the satellite (almost 0%)
and the phenological observation (53% green).
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Figure 22: Changing greenness of the oak at Wageningen in 2015, measured by near-surface
images, phenological observations and satellite images.

The autumn colouring patterns of the birch at Wageningen in 2015 were more
comparable (Figure 23). The greenness measured by near-surface images and
phenological observations started decreasing around the 15tt of August. The greenness
measured by satellite images decreased earlier, but followed almost the same pattern
from the 6th of October. In addition, around the 2nd of November, all methods
indicated a greenness of around 0%.
Figure 24 shows the different greenness values of Horse chestnut 1 at
Wageningen. Values of near-surface images and satellite images have been scaled to
0 till 72, as already 28% of the leaves were coloured on the 14th of September
(according to phenological observations). The greenness values of near-surface
images and phenological observation were comparable, but the near-surface images
had a small delay of around four days at the end of autumn. The satellite images
showed especially from the 25th of October higher greenness values compared with
the other two methods and 0% greenness was reached on the 4th of December. The
exact date of 0% greenness is however uncertain, as no satellite data was available
between the 1st of November and the 4th of December.
The autumn colouring pattern of the other horse chestnut at Wageningen is
comparable with Horse chestnut 1. The greenness values of near-surface images and
satellite images had also been scaled to 79% due the already colouring of the tree. The
colouring pattern of phenological observations was almost the same as the nearsurface colouring pattern. The greenness pattern of satellite images had a delay of
almost two weeks and became longer over time.
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Figure 23: Changing greenness of the birch at Wageningen in 2015, measured by near-surface
images, phenological observations and satellite images.
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Figure 24: Changing greenness of Horse chestnut 1 at Wageningen in 2015, measured by nearsurface images, phenological observations and satellite images.
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Figure 25: Changing greenness of Horse chestnut 2 at Wageningen in 2015, measured by nearsurface images, phenological observations and satellite images.

3.4.2 Comparison for the trees at Utrecht
The following paragraphs will focus on the comparison of phenological
observations and satellite images of trees at Utrecht in 2016, as near-surface images
showed a large variation in gcc and did not correspond with the autumn colouring
patterns of phenological observations and satellite images.
The phenological observations and satellite images were consistent for Hazel 1 at
Van Lieflandlaan, the oak at Samuel Mullerstraat and Hazel 1 at Abcoudeplein
(Figure 26). The autumn colouring pattern was the same for phenological
observations and satellite images. Only visually, the greenness value of satellite
images was higher in the last month. This might be caused by the limited amount of
satellite data and especially the gap of data for the last month.
Figure 27 shows the autumn colouring patterns of the other five trees at Utrecht
in 2016 with a slightly less consistency between the phenological observations and
the satellite images. Still for the five trees, the pattern was almost the same. The
phenological observations for the birch at Van Lieflandlaan indicated a later start of
colouration than the satellite images. According to the phenological observations the
colouration started from the 9th of October, while satellite images stated already a
greenness value of around 75%. From the 3rd of November, the greenness for both
methods was around 60% and from that moment they followed the same pattern. For
the other four trees, the greenness value measured by phenological observation was
during almost whole season higher than the greenness values observed by satellite
images. The phenological observations of the birch at Samosdreef indicated a slowly
decline of greenness and from the 29th of October a more rapid decrease. The satellite
images however indicated an almost linear decline from the 26th of September
onwards. The greenness value of the two hazels and the oak measured by
phenological observations were higher during the whole season compared with
satellite images. Visually this did not count for the last one or two weeks, but due to
the limited amount of satellite data the exact date of 0% greenness could not be given.
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Figure 26: Changing greenness of three trees at Utrecht in 2016, measured by near-surface
images, phenological observations and satellite images.

Figure 27: Changing greenness of five trees at Utrecht in 2016, measured by near-surface images,
phenological observations and satellite images.
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4

Results of the implementation of the GrowApp educational
program

GLOBE The Netherlands and scientists from Wageningen University are
developing the GrowApp educational program for secondary schools. This chapter
describes the analysis of the two questionnaires to determine the factors that influence
whether a school participates in the GrowApp educational program. The first
questionnaire (Appendix A) focused on the content of the App (e.g. what features
should be included in the GrowApp?). The second questionnaire continued with the
App’s content and included factors related to the educational program (e.g. learning
activities, objectives, tools) and teacher’s expectations from GLOBE and scientists
(Appendix B). In this chapter the term important refers to the questionnaire’s
categories ‘important’ and ‘very important’ and the term not important similarly
refers to the categories ‘not important’ and ‘totally not important’.
4.1

Features of the GrowApp

To make the GrowApp usable, certain features are required. First of all, the
GrowApp is now only applicable for Android. An important outcome of the first
questionnaire was to make the GrowApp also applicable for Apple, as 55% of the
teachers are using iPad’s in their classroom. From those teachers, one explicitly
mentioned the importance of developing the GrowApp for iPad. The use of tablets is
however not implemented on a large scale, as almost half of the participants of the
second questionnaire do not use a tablet at all in their classes. GrowApp images will
probably be taken with smartphones. Therefore, the GrowApp should also be
applicable for other platforms like Apple. Another outcome was the importance of
making the app easy to use and understandable in for example the subjects that can be
investigated with the GrowApp program (Figure 28). Furthermore, the GrowApp
program should not take too much time and the app should make changes in the
school environment visible. Teachers attached less value to the stimulation of social
interaction and the international collaboration with the GrowApp educational
program. The largest variability in the response was however with the element
‘international collaboration’, whereby 45% of the teachers voted important, 40% was
neutral and 15% voted not important.
Another question related to implementing elements in the GrowApp, such as a
gaming or learning element or features such as saving data and images sharing.
Especially the learning element was most important for the teachers. The largest
variability in opinions was about the saving of data. One teacher gave a 2, but noted
that when the data could be stored on an online server, he would give a 5 with the
argumentation ‘too much data storage will lead to less use due to the limited existing
space on our service’. Still all four elements are important for most teachers (>55%
voted important).
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Figure 28: Results of the question: 'To what extent are the following elements important for
using the GrowApp?'
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Figure 29: Results of the question: 'To what extent are the following elements important to be
present in the GrowApp?'

4.2

Requirements (for the use) of the GrowApp

The second more in-depth questionnaire focused on the critical points in
implementing the GrowApp educational program. One part of the questionnaire
focused on factors related to the content of the GrowApp, such as the assumed
knowledge and the technical requirements. To make images of the six trees (birch,
hazel, oak, beech, broad-leaved lime and wild cherry) students should be able to
recognize these trees. Teachers thought that students would face the most difficulties
with recognizing the broad-leaved lime and wild cherry (see Table 7). In addition,
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teachers also found these two species the hardest to recognize. Most teachers thought
that students might recognize the other four species, with the oak as most likely. Most
teachers (95%) were certain that they would recognize the four trees by themselves.
Table 7: Results of the question: 'Are your students able to recognize the following trees?'
Species:

Yes

Maybe

No

Total

Weighted score

Oak

27%

59%

14%

22

2.14

Birch

23%

64%

14%

22

2.09

Beech

14%

73%

14%

22

2.00

Hazel

14%

50%

36%

22

1.77

Broad-leaved lime

5%

55%

41%

22

1.64

Wild cherry

5%

45%

50%

22

1.55

Using the GrowApp requires a smartphone, tablet and/or computer, and the
Internet or WIFI use for images uploading. Teachers indicated that 85% of their
students have a smartphone. This means that most students can make images or can
work together in small groups. Students might also have to share computers and work
together on the images analysis, as 25% of the teachers mentioned that not every
student has the ability to work individually on a computer. An important factor that
might influence the participation of a teacher on the GrowApp program is the data
usage. 40% of the teachers indicated student’s own data usage for images uploading
as a problem. The rest of the teachers were neutral, which might mean that other
factors determine whether own data usage is a problem. WIFI can be an alternative,
but for now, the GrowApp does not provide the option to upload images on a later
moment (when WIFI can be used). If in the future WIFI can be used, for example tree
images on the schoolyard can be made, as most teachers have WIFI at their
schoolyard (see Figure 30). With the use of WIFI, the problem remains that at least
one of the six tree species should be present at or closely around the schoolyard to
make and upload the images.

Figure 30: Response of the teachers (n=20) on the question: 'Do you have WIFI at your
schoolyard?'
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Another technical factor is the language of the app. Figure 31 shows the
importance of making the GrowApp available in both Dutch and English. Overall, the
importance is that the app is available in both languages, although there was a slight
preference for Dutch.

Very important
Important
Neutral

English
Dutch

Not important
Totally not important
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Figure 31: Results of the question: 'How important is it for you that the GrowApp is in Dutch
and/or in English?'

4.3

GrowApp educational program

Another part of the questionnaire focused on the educational program with
subjects such as the learning objectives, activities, time investments and international
contacts. The learning objectives are important for an educational program. For the
GrowApp program, four learning objectives are formulated and teachers have been
asked about how important the objectives are for them (see Figure 32). All objectives
were important for the teachers, but most variation was with the learning objective
‘international collaboration’ as 40% was neutral and 55% voted important. This
division was also seen with four options for international collaboration (Table 8). For
all options mostly neutral or important were voted. For example, 55% of the teachers
voted important for the option ‘Sharing results by publishing’ and half of the teachers
for the options ‘Using data from other countries’ and ‘Doing research with other
international students via online contact’.
Table 8: Results of the question: 'How important are the following international collaboration
activities for you?'

Activity:

Totally not
important
0%

Share results by
publishing
Doing research with other 0%
international schools
through online contact
Use data from other
5%
countries
Present results to other
0%
international school

Not
Neutral
important
5%
40%

Important
40%

Very
Total
important
15%
20

Weighted
score
3.65

5%

45%

35%

15%

20

3.60

0%

45%

40%

10%

20

3.50

5%

60%

20%

15%

20

3.45

35

Figure 32: Results of the question: 'How important are the following GrowApp learning
objectives for you?'

To achieve learning objectives, students have to perform related activities.
According to the teachers, students should formulate research questions, compare
observations, make a report and present their results in the educational program.
These activities are very related to the learning objective ‘Learn to do research by
participating in scientific research’. Relatively less important activities are: analysing
the changing greenness in images and making a movie about the results. Still all
activities were important for most teachers, as 65% of the teachers mentioned the
importance of performing the greenness analysis, while this activity scored second
lowest.
For all the activities, teachers and students have to invest time. First of all, for the
use of the GrowApp students have to make images of several trees. Most teachers
(70%) indicated that students could make images once or twice a week and only a few
teachers mentioned that students could make more or no images at all for the
GrowApp. Students that cannot make images still can do the image analysis using
existing database images. Furthermore, teachers have to spent time in their classes
and the minimum amount they can spend differs among the participants (Figure 33).
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Table 9: Results of the question: 'How important is it for you that your students can do the
following activities during the GrowApp educational program?'
Activity:

Not
Neutral
important
0%
14%

Important

Formulate research questions

Totally not
important
0%

68%

Very
Total
important
18%
22

Weighted
score
4.05

Compare observations/ animations

0%

5%

14%

62%

19%

21

3.95

Make report from results

0%

0%

14%

64%

23%

22

3.86

Present results (to each other, scientists,
online)
Determine photo location

5%

0%

18%

59%

18%

22

3.86

0%

0%

27%

64%

9%

22

3.82

Formulate hypothesis

0%

5%

18%

73%

5%

22

3.77

Make photo's

0%

0%

36%

50%

14%

22

3.77

Develop research plan

0%

9%

18%

64%

9%

22

3.73

Download photo's and analyse the changing
greenness with special (free) software
Make movie from results

5%

0%

29%

57%

10%

21

3.67

0%

5%

50%

36%

9%

22

3.50

Figure 33: Response of the teachers (n=20) on the question: 'What is the minimum amount of
teaching blocks that you can spent on the GrowApp program in a whole year?'

Furthermore, the maximum period that teachers can follow the GrowApp
educational program differs (Figure 34). The largest part (35%) of teachers mentioned
that they could follow the program a few years and only 5% cannot follow the
program
4.4

Services, contact and support

The last part of the questionnaire focused mainly on the services and contact
possibilities of GLOBE and scientists. Table 10 shows that teachers preferred online
and digital course material, an action plan, an introduction movie from a scientist and
support through website (e.g. Q&A page). Less important was a poster for in the
classroom and a visitation of a GLOBE employee to their school.
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Figure 34: Response of the teachers (n=20) on the question: 'How long is the maximum period
that you can follow the GrowApp educational program?’
Table 10: Results of the question: 'How important are the following services of GLOBE for you?'
Service:

Totally not
important

Not
important

Neutral

Important

Very
important

Total

Weighted
score

Online course
material
Digital course
material
Deliver action plan

0%

0%

0%

80%

20%

20

4.20

0%

0%

0%

85%

15%

20

4.15

0%

5%

15%

60%

20%

20

3.95

Movie with
introduction of
scientist
Support through
website
Feedback from
scientist on received
measurements/
results
Feedback from
GLOBE employee
Advice from
GLOBE employee
Training

0%

0%

21%

68%

11%

19

3.89

5%

0%

21%

47%

26%

19

3.89

0%

5%

20%

65%

10%

20

3.80

0%

5%

40%

45%

10%

20

3.60

0%

10%

40%

35%

15%

20

3.55

0%

10%

45%

35%

10%

20

3.45

Poster for in the
classroom
Visit school by
GLOBE employee
for support

0%

15%

40%

40%

5%

20

3.35

5%

10%

35%

50%

0%

20

3.30

Teachers can contact GLOBE in several ways. According to most teachers, mail
is the most important communication tool that GLOBE should provide (Figure 35).
The opinion of teachers about the other options was not so straightforward. For
example some division was about the contact with GLOBE through telephone.
Another service that GLOBE provides is the option to receive feedback from
scientists. The way most teachers would like to perceive feedback is through mail or
with a movie from scientists (Figure 36). Publishing news items were less preferable
(25%).
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Figure 35: Results of the question: 'How important are the following contact possibilities with
GLOBE for you?’

Another factor that might influence the teacher’s participation is the support and
enthusiasm from the teacher’s surrounding. Especially the enthusiasm from their
students and colleagues is the most important factor for a teacher to participate in the
GrowApp program (Table 11). Notable, the support of their management is less
important for a teacher’s participation.
For the last question, related to determining factors for participation, teachers ranked subjects
based on how important they are for the success of their participation (

Table 12). The educational value of the GrowApp is the most important factor
that determines if a teacher wants to participate. This relates to activities that students
can do with the educational program and the objectives of the program. Three
subjects were substantially ranked lower: support from GLOBE, support from
management/colleagues and international contacts. The relative low interest in
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International contacts is in agreement with the results of the first questionnaire
(Figure 28).

Figure 36: Response of the teachers (n=19) on the question: 'How do you want to receive
feedback from a scientist?’
Table 11: Results of the question: 'How important are the following aspects for the success of
your participation?'

Enthusiasm from
students
Enthusiasm from
colleagues for the
project
Connection of
GrowApp
program with the
characteristics/ai
m of your school
Animation can
published on own
school website
Enthusiasm from
management
Permission from
management to
participate in the
GrowApp
program
Decisions of
management

Totally not
important

Not
important

Neutral

Important

Very
important

Total

Weighted
score

0%

0%

10%

65%

25%

20

4.15

0%

5%

20%

50%

25%

20

3.95

0%

0%

30%

60%

10%

20

3.80

0%

0%

45%

35%

20%

20

3.75

0%

10%

40%

40%

10%

20

3.50

0%

10%

50%

30%

10%

20

3.40

0%

10%

55%

25%

10%

20

3.35

40

Table 12: Results of the question: 'Rank the following subjects based on how important they are
for the success of your participation.'

Subjects:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Total Weighted
score

Educational value

40% 40% 15% 5%

0%

0%

0%

20

6.15

Time

25% 30% 10% 20% 15% 0%

0%

20

5.30

Difficulty / challenge

10% 15% 40% 25% 5%

0%

20

4.85

Online/offline use of the
GrowApp
Support from GLOBE

25% 10% 10% 10% 15% 25% 5%

20

4.25

0%

0%

0%

20

2.75

Support management/
colleagues
International contacts

0%

5%

10% 15% 15% 20% 35%

20

2.60

0%

0%

15% 5%

20

2.10

5%

20% 40% 35% 5%

10% 15% 55%

At the end of the questionnaire, participants were asked if they would like to join
the GrowApp educational program and 45% said ‘yes’ (Figure 37). Some teachers
still had some questions before they could decide whether they would participate.
Examples of questions were: ‘Is the GrowApp program also applicable for secondary
school pupils?’, ‘What is the minimum amount of time that I have to spent for
participating?’ and ‘How does the App look like and can every student work with the
GrowApp easily?’.

Figure 37: Response of the teachers (n=20) on the question: 'With your current knowledge,
would you like to participate in the GLOBE GrowApp educational program?'
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5

Discussion

This research aimed to determine the usability of the GLOBE GrowApp images
in analysing temporal variation in greenness and to determine how the GrowApp can
be incorporated in the GLOBE educational program. Firstly, an elaboration will be
given on the analyses of the temporal variation in greenness, and secondly the
implementation of the GrowApp in the educational program will be discussed.
5.1

Analysing temporal variation in greenness

A series of studies demonstrated the potential use of repeated near-surface
photography with conventional digital cameras, such as the PhenoCam (Richardson et
al., 2007; Ide and Oguma, 2010; Sonnentag et al., 2012). Digital cameras produce Red
Green Blue (RGB) images and the digital numbers can be used for the calculation of
the green chromatic coordinate (gcc). The changing gcc over time can show the tree’s
phenological cycle. My research was the first that investigated the use of smartphone
images for the determination of gcc. A clear gradual autumn pattern was seen for three
trees: two horse chestnuts and a birch at Wageningen. The gcc of the other ten trees
were, on the other hand, very variable and resulted in an unclear autumn pattern. I
observed several environmental and technical factors that influenced the gcc and I will
discuss the most important ones.
The first factor that influences the gcc is the time of the day at which an image is
taken. Due to earth’s daily rotation the brightness levels differ during the day and
influences the gcc value. The analysis showed no significance in gcc values between
morning and evening images, and between midday and afternoon images. Results
indicate significant lower gcc values in the morning and evening compared with
midday images. This is confirmed by Klosterman et al. (2014) who note that around
morning and the end of the day, lower levels of diffuse illuminations are present,
which tend to result in lower gcc values than the ones recorded at midday. For the
greenness analysis, most images at Utrecht have been taken around 5 pm and
therefore the gcc values are probably lower. However, the near-surface images have
been taken around the same time and therefore the gcc values of the images are
comparable.
A second factor influencing the gcc is the weather conditions. Most images that
were made on sunny days resulted in higher gcc values. The influence of the sun on
the gcc is confirmed by Sonnentag et al. (2012). Sonnentag et al. (2012) used
PhenoCams that continuously generated images throughout the day. To reduce the
sun influence, the average RGB percentage was calculated and the highest and lowest
5% gcc value images over a window of three days were excluded. This method cannot
be applied with GrowApp images, as images will only be taken several times a week.
An applicable method for minimalizing the influence of the sun in GrowApp images,
is the exclusion of sunny images, suggested by Ide & Oguma (2010). Using images
that are made with the same weather condition will result in a clearer autumn pattern.
The last factor influencing the gcc is the type of smartphone and the camera
settings. The gcc values derived from different camera images varied substantially and
are caused by the difference in the lens’ diaphragm and the automatic camera settings
(e.g. white balance, light sensitivity). Images from different smartphones have been
sent trough WhatsApp, which resulted in lower resolution images. Whether the
images’ resolution influence the gcc value is unclear. Sonnentag et al. (2012) confirm
the difficulty to compare data from different cameras and advices to use only one type
of camera. My research shows that even the use of one type of camera could deliver

different gcc values due to the environmental and technical factors. If camera settings,
such as the white balance, will be manually set at a fixed number, the variability in gcc
is likely to reduce.
Near-surface images were compared with data from phenological observations
and satellite images. The variable trend of most near-surface images could not be seen
in phenological observations and satellite images. The difficulty of phenological
observations was to see whether a leaf was already coloured, as for example the
hazels’ leaves coloured slowly to yellow. Despite this difficulty, the phenological
observations showed a clear gradual decline in autumn colouring without large
greenness variation. Based on phenological observations and some of the near-surface
images, we see that sometimes the process of autumn colouring can suddenly be
accelerated. Satellite images also show a clear autumn colouring trend, but the turning
point of colouration can be missed, as the measuring points of satellites are limited
over time. Additionally, specie information is hard with satellite images, as satellites
provide phenological information in 25 by 25 meter pixels. A pixel contains different
species and sometimes buildings. Therefore satellite data cannot independently be
used to monitor phenological changes.
5.2

Suggestions for the GrowApp educational program

Next to the images analysis, research has been done about how the GrowApp
could be incorporated in the GLOBE educational program. The questionnaires were
easy to distribute among GLOBE teachers, but the amount of respondents was
limited. For the first questionnaire, only fourteen teachers participated and for the
second questionnaire twenty-three teachers participated. Furthermore, participants
were not obligatory to fill in a question and resulted in different amount of responses
per question. Despite the limited amount of respondents, the results were fairly
homogeneous. Therefore the representative respondents give a direction to the
implementation of the GrowApp in the GLOBE educational program.
The questionnaires’ results indicate the importance of a valuable GrowApp
educational program. A valuable GrowApp program should contain, according to the
teachers, different activities, such as: formulate research questions, compare
observations, write a report and present the results. Chou (2003) confirms the
importance of applying different learning methods, and developed more criteria for
high quality environmental education teaching materials, such as: perform activities in
real life and local environments to foster feelings of concern for the environment,
provide abundant instruction materials that are easy to use and understandable,
provide consultation channels, and stimulate interaction and knowledge sharing with
diverse people. My research shows that most of these criteria are also important for
teachers. Additionally, my research gives insight in how important teacher perceive
some of the criteria. For example, the visualization of the changing school
environment with the GrowApp is very important, while the stimulation of interaction
and the international collaboration is less important for teachers.
Studies that provide information about others factors that might determine
teachers’ participation in educational programs, such as the time investments and the
support of a teacher’s surrounding, could not be identified. Therefore, my research is
innovative in the information of teachers’ opinion about participating in educational
programs.
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6

Conclusion

The main objectives of this research were to determine the usability of the
GLOBE GrowApp images in analysing temporal variation in greenness and to
determine factors that influence whether a school participates in the GLOBE
educational program. The first part of the study analysed smartphone images from
2015 and 2016 of different trees at Wageningen, Ede and Utrecht during the autumn
colouring to examine the temporal variation in greenness. The green chromatic
coordinates (gcc) analysis, based on smartphone images, showed a clear gradual
autumn colouring pattern for the birch and two horse chestnuts at Wageningen, but
not for the other trees. The other trees showed large gcc variations.
First research question investigated environmental and technical factors that
influence the gcc value. First factor is the time of the day, as the morning and evening
showed significant lower gcc values compared with midday images. Therefore the
importance is to make the images around the same time. However, this consistency in
time makes the GrowApp use less attractive. A solution might be a correction factor
for the gcc values. For an exact correction number, more research is needed. A second
factor that influences the gcc is the weather condition. Sunny-day images have a
higher gcc value and disturb the gradual autumn colouring pattern. GLOBE could
include an option in the GrowApp, where users can specify the weather condition
(e.g. sunny or not sunny). However, the weather indication requires an extra action for
the users and might result is lesser GrowApp use. For the greenness analysis, sunnyday images should be removed to provide a clearer autumn pattern. A third factor that
influence the gcc value is the smartphone’s camera settings, such as the white balance
and ISO. Settings can be manually set at a fixed number and might reduce the gcc
variability. However, currently camera settings cannot be manually changed in the
GrowApp. GLOBE should therefore make it possible to manually change camera
settings in the GrowApp. Another option might be to already fix certain camera
settings within the GrowApp. Due to the automatic settings and the different types of
cameras in smartphones, collecting data of one tree with different smartphones is
difficult.
Overall the drawback of limiting gcc variations in images is that more actions are
required. The more actions people have to do (e.g. note the weather condition,
manually change camera’s settings, think about position of making the images), the
less attractive the GrowApp might become to use and insufficient data will be
gathered.
I conclude, using GrowApp images are currently challenging for analysing the
changing greenness over time, due to the environmental and technical factors. The
GrowApp images are still powerful for the visualization of a tree’s phenological
cycle. The visualizations help people to become more aware about their changing
environment. In order to make GrowApp images more attractive for greenness
analysis, the following recommendation for GrowApp-users can be made:
i.
Set the white balance of the smartphone’s camera on a fixed number or setting
for every image that will be made.
ii.
Make an image of a tree with the sun in your back.
iii.
Make image on the same time of the day. Keep in mind the wintertime (e.g.
setting of the clock) and the shorter light hours.
iv.
Make images as precise as possible from the same perspective and same
distance.
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The second research question compared the three observation methods: nearsurface images, phenological observations and satellite images. Near-surface images
without large gcc variation were comparable with phenological observations and
satellite images. For tree images with large gcc variation, only phenological
observations and satellite data showed comparable autumn patterns. Still combining
the three methods to capture phenological changes is useful. Satellite images can
provide large-scale phenological information, but have a resolution of 25 by 25 meter
and have limited measuring points over time. Species information can be gathered by
phenological observations and near-surface images, and could be more continuous
over time. Where phenological observations are time consuming, using GrowApp
images is fast. The GrowApp images have the power to visualize phenological
changes over time and, together with phenological data, can interpret satellite data.
Combining the three methods help with the up- and downscaling of phenological
information.
The gcc variability in near-surface images should be further investigated, as
images of most trees have large gcc variations, while other tree images that have been
made on the same day, show a clear gradual autumn pattern. In the GrowApp
educational program, students can, for example, investigate the causes of gcc
variability and see if the variability also occurs in other seasons, such as the spring
and summer. This assignment is probably difficult for most students, but some
advanced students might see this as a challenge for their research project.
6.1

Incorporating the GrowApp in the GLOBE educational program

The third research question investigated factors that determine whether a school
participates in the GLOBE GrowApp educational program. The results of the
questionnaires indicate educational value as the most important factor. Learning
activities are an important part for a valuable educational program. Teachers
mentioned that students should formulate research questions, compare observations,
make a report and present the results within the GrowApp educational program. The
educational program includes these four activities. GLOBE can help teachers to
become more familiar with the activities, with for example a teacher manual. In the
manual a description of ‘how to formulate scientific research questions’ can be given
together with some example questions. Furthermore, a result from the second
questionnaire was the lack of student’s knowledge about the six tree species. Most
teacher are able to recognize at least the oak, beech, birch and hazel, but also face
difficulties with the wild cherry and broad-leaved lime. In the teacher manual or
within the GrowApp, an identification table together with clear pictures of the six
trees can be included. Furthermore, teachers indicated that they would like to perceive
online and digital course materials. GLOBE can accomplish this with for example a
special teacher website page. On this page7, teachers have access to the different
digital teaching materials that they would like to receive (e.g. manuals, action plan,
movies and format for a PowerPoint presentation).
The amount of time that the educational program requires is also an important
factor. As there is large variation in the amount of time that schools can spend, the
educational program should provide different activities that can be performed
separately. For example, if students are not able to make images of trees, the
educational program should provide an already existing dataset where students can
work with. Furthermore, the minimum period that teachers can participate vary. If
7

https://www.globe.gov/web/european-phenology-campaign
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schools can follow the educational program for a few weeks, the time of the year is
crucial. For example for the participation during the winter, making images makes no
sense, as the trees already lost their leaves, but students can work with already
existing databases. In addition, a few weeks of data collection could not answers all
research questions, such as questions about climate change and the response of nature
to changes in climate. GLOBE should provide different studies with research
questions that can be answered in the available amount of time of teachers and
students. Again in a teacher manual, different examples of research questions can be
formulated based on the maximum period that teachers can spend. Some schools are
able to follow the educational program for a few years, which is useful for gaining
knowledge about phenological events and climate change. This implies that GLOBE
should also provide attractable activities for a longer period. In addition, as the first
questionnaire made clear that a learning element is important for most teachers, the
educational program should provide learning stimulating activities, even for a year or
longer.
Another important factor that determine the participation of a school is the own
data usage for the GrowApp. At this moment the GrowApp requires a lot data for the
images uploading. A strong recommendation to GLOBE is to limit requiring data
usage or include the feature where users can upload images on a later moment (when
WIFI can be used) instead of uploading the images immediately. If users cannot
upload images on a later moment, less people will use the GrowApp and fewer
teachers will participate in the GrowApp educational program.
Within the environment of the teacher, the support of students and colleagues
plays a role in the teacher participation. The decisions and support from a teachers’
management is for most teachers less important and implies that GLOBE should
focus on making especially colleagues and students enthusiastic. GLOBE already
organizes stimulating events, where students can present their findings, share
knowledge in a different way than in their own school environment and see what
other students did. These events also stimulate the activities and related objectives
that teachers find important (e.g. presenting the results to other students and scientists,
and learning to do scientific research). During such events, students get feedback
from scientists and are stimulated to do scientific research. Compared with the other
determining factors, support from GLOBE or the teacher’s environment is ranked
second lowest. This implies that GLOBE has to invest time in stimulating teachers
(e.g. colleagues) and students, but should put priority on other factors, such as
creating enough valuable educational activities with the GrowApp.
The outcome related to international collaboration within the GrowApp
educational program is that around half of the teachers are interested in using, sharing,
presenting and doing research with other international schools. This implies that
GLOBE should provide a way that schools could easily contact each other. An
example is creating a platform on the GLOBE website where schools can easily
contact other schools and share and present their data. The challenge remains that
GLOBE has to provide opportunities for collaboration in their educational program.
An example might be that students have to compare the data of changing greenness of
their own environment with data from another country. A problem for students that
can occur is the language barrier. Teachers now indicate the importance of making the
app available in both Dutch and English, but for international collaboration,
everything should be in English. This also implies that both GLOBE and teachers
from different countries should make and perform an English program. For now,
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GLOBE should think about a way where schools can connect to each other, but
international collaboration is a less determining factor for the participation of schools.
Currently, the use the GrowApp images for the temporal greenness analysis is
challenging due to many environmental and technical factors. A few external factors
can be limited (e.g. camera settings), but requires more actions and likely result in
lesser use of the GrowApp. The GrowApp is at this moment powerful for the
visualization of a tree’s phenological cycle and people’s awareness of their changing
environment. The remaining questions about for example the reason why a clear
autumn colouring can be seen for certain trees, while images of other trees have large
gcc variation, can be investigated by students in the GLOBE educational program.
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Appendix

Appendix A: Quick-scan questionnaire
1. Naam (optioneel):
…………………………………………………………………………………
2. Klas(sen) die u les geeft (niveau en jaar): …………………………………………….....
3. Vak(ken) waarin u les geeft: ………………………………………………………………
4. Van welke mobiele apparaten heeft u in uw les wel eens gebruik gemaakt? Omcirkel:
1 = nooit gebruikt, 2 = zelden gebruikt, 3 = soms gebruikt, 3= regelmatig gebruikt, 5= vaak gebruikt

Mobiele telefoon

1

2

3

4

5

Android Tablet

1

2

3

4

5

Ipad

1

2

3

4

5

Anders, namelijk …………………………….

1

2

3

4

5

5. In hoeverre zijn onderstaande elementen voor u van belang bij het gebruik van de
GrowApp? Omcirkel:
1= totaal niet belangrijk, 2 = niet belangrijk, 3= neutraal, 4 = belangrijk, 5 = heel erg belangrijk

Begrijpelijk

1

2

3

4

5

Makkelijk in gebruik

1

2

3

4

5

Offline te gebruiken

1

2

3

4

5

Kost niet teveel tijd in gebruik

1

2

3

4

5

Betekenisvol voor eigen leven

1

2

3

4

5

Betekenisvol voor wetenschap

1

2

3

4

5

Stimuleert sociale interactie

1

2

3

4

5

Uitdagend

1

2

3

4

5

Grafisch mooi weergegeven

1

2

3

4

5

Samenwerking met scholen in buitenland

1

2

3

4

5

Veranderingen schoolomgeving zichtbaar maken

1

2

3

4

5

Anders, namelijk……………………………

1

2

3

4

5
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6. In hoeverre vindt u het belangrijk dat onderstaande elementen in de GrowApp aanwezig
zijn?
Game element

1

2

3

4

5

Leer element

1

2

3

4

5

Opslaan van data

1

2

3

4

5

Delen van foto’s

1

2

3

4

5

7. Heeft u nog andere voorwaarden waar de App aan zal moeten voldoen om het toe te
kunnen passen in het onderwijs?
! ………………………………………………………………………………………
! ………………………………………………………………………………………
! ………………………………………………………………………………………
! ………………………………………………………………………………………

8. Wat voor onderzoeksvragen zouden volgens u beantwoord kunnen worden met het gebruik
van de GrowApp?
! ………………………………………………………………………………………
! ………………………………………………………………………………………
! ………………………………………………………………………………………
9. Heeft u nog andere opmerkingen/aanbevelingen/suggesties voor het gebruiken van een App
in het onderwijs?
! ……………………………………………………………………………………
! ……………………………………………………………………………………
! ………………………………………………………………………………………

10. Mag ik u aankomend half jaar nogmaals benaderen om vragen te stellen? Indien ja, vul
hier uw e-mail adres in:
! ……………………………………………………………………………………

Heel erg bedankt voor uw medewerking!
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Appendix B: GrowApp questionnaire
Fijn dat u ongeveer 5 minuten de tijd kunt nemen om deze enquête voor mij in te
vullen. Deze enquête gaat over de ontwikkeling van de GLOBE GrowApp, een app
waarmee de invloed van verandering in weer en klimaat op de groei van planten
gemeten, geanalyseerd en gevisualiseerd kan worden. Bent u niet bekend met de
GrowApp? Dan is het verstandig de volgende achtergrondinformatie te lezen, anders
kunt u direct starten met de enquête.
Achtergrondinformatie GrowApp:
Met de app maken scholieren en wetenschappers gedurende een periode regelmatig
foto’s van een boom. De app helpt om de foto’s iedere keer van precies dezelfde
plaats in dezelfde richting te maken.
De app maakt van de foto’s automatisch een animatie door de foto’s achter elkaar te
tonen. Alle animaties zijn online te bekijken en op de schoolwebsite te plaatsen.
De leerlingen analyseren de ontwikkelingen in de tijd visueel of door het bepalen van
de groenwaardes van de boom in elke foto. Naast het analyseren van de ontwikkeling
van de eigen boom kan de ontwikkeling vergeleken worden met animaties van andere
bomen (van dezelfde soort of een andere soort) gemaakt door:
·
Scholieren van eigen school
·
Scholieren van andere scholen in Nederland
·
Scholieren van scholen in het buitenland
·
Wetenschappers (o.a. Wageningen University)
·
Vrijwilligers die ook de app gebruiken (bijvoorbeeld (groot)ouders).
Door deel te nemen aan het GrowApp programma kunnen o.a. de volgende
leerdoelen gerealiseerd worden:
·
Leren onderzoeken door deel te nemen aan wetenschappelijk onderzoek
·
Leren observeren door combineren van kijken en gebruiken van instrumenten
·
Kennis opdoen over effect klimaatverandering op natuur
·
Internationalesamenwerking
In het voorjaar van 2017 start een Europese campagne. Het project levert het meeste
op als veel leerlingen de ontwikkeling van bomen vast gaan leggen en van de
deelname leren. Doel van mijn thesisonderzoek vanuit Wageningen University is om
vast te stellen welke factoren bepalen of een leraar/school mee gaat doen.
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1. Naam (optioneel):
2. Klassen die u les geeft (jaar):
3. Welke niveau's geeft u les?:
" Vmbo-b
" Vmbo-k
" Vmbo-g
" Vmbo-t
" Havo
" Atheneum
" Gymnasium
" Technasium
" Econasium
" TTO
" Anders, namelijk ____________________
4. Vak(ken) waarin u les geeft:
" Aardrijkskunde
" Biologie
" Economie
" Maatschappijleer
" Natuurkunde
" Scheikunde
" NLT
" Anders, namelijk ____________________
5. Hoe lang bent u betrokken (geweest) bij GLOBE?
# < 1 jaar
# < 1 jaar
# 1 jaar
# 2 jaar
# 3 jaar
# > 3 jaar
6. Welke GLOBE modulen heeft u uitgevoerd?
" Vallende zaadjes
" Duurzaamheid
" Natuurkalender
" Waterkwaliteit
" Weer & Klimaat
" Nationale lichtmeting
" Aerosolen
" Levende bodem
" SMAP
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7. Bent u in staat om de zes boomsoorten te herkennen?
Ja

Misschien

Nee

Beuk

#

#

#

Berk

#

#

#

Eik

#

#

#

Hazelaar

#

#

#

Zoete kers

#

#

#

Zomerlinde

#

#

#

8. Zijn uw leerlingen in staat om de zes boomsoorten te herkennen?
Ja

Misschien

Nee

Beuk

#

#

#

Berk

#

#

#

Eik

#

#

#

Hazelaar

#

#

#

Zoete kers

#

#

#

Zomerlinde

#

#

#

9. Hoe belangrijk vindt u het dat uw leerlingen de volgende activiteiten kunnen doen
tijdens het GrowApp educatieprogramma?
Totaal niet
belangrijk

Niet
belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Heel erg
belangrijk

1. Onderzoeksvragen
formuleren

#

#

#

#

#

2. Hypothese
opstellen

#

#

#

#

#

3. Onderzoeksplan
ontwikkelen

#

#

#

#

#

4. Fotolocatie
bepalen

#

#

#

#

#

5. Foto's maken

#

#

#

#

#

6. Foto's downloaden
en analyseren op
verandering in
groenheid met
speciale software
(gratis beschikbaar)

#

#

#

#

#

7. Vergelijken van
observaties/animaties

#

#

#

#

#

8. Rapport maken
van bevindingen

#

#

#

#

#

9. Filmpje maken
van bevindingen

#

#

#

#

#

10. Resultaten
presenteren (aan

#

#

#

#

#
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elkaar,
wetenschappers,
online)
#

Anders, namelijk:

#

#

#

#

10. Hoe belangrijk is het voor u dat de GrowApp in het:
Totaal niet
belangrijk

Niet
belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Heel erg
belangrijk

Nederlands is

#

#

#

#

#

Engels is

#

#

#

#

#

Tijdens het project is tenminste een introducerende en afsluitende les nodig.
Daartussen zijn de leerlingen zelfstandig bezig met het volgen van hun boom en het
doen van onderzoek.
11. Hoeveel minuten is een lesblok bij u op school?
# 40
# 50
# 60
# 70
# 80
# Anders, namelijk ____________________
12. Hoeveel lesblokken per week geeft u les?
# 1
# 2
# 3
# 4
# 5
# >5
13. Hoe lang is de periode dat u maximaal het GrowApp educatieprogramma zou
kunnen volgen?
# Niet
# Een paar weken
# Een paar maanden
# Een jaar
# Een paar jaar
14. Hoeveel lesblokken in een schooljaar zou u bij deelname aan het GrowApp
educatieprogramma minimaal kunnen besteden?
# 1
# 2
# 3
# 4
# 5
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# 6 - 10
# > 10
15. Hoe vaak per week zouden uw leerlingen minimaal foto's kunnen maken voor de
GrowApp?
# Niet
# 1
# 2
# 3
# 4
# 5
# 6
# 7
# >7
16. Bij welke lessen die u al geeft zou het GrowApp project aansluiten? M.a.w. hoe
zou u dit kunnen inpassen in het curriculum?
17. Hoeveel procent (bij benadering) van uw leerlingen heeft een smartphone?
“Percentage met smartphone”
18. Hebben uw leerlingen beschikking over een een tablet?
# Ja, een android
# Ja, een iPad
# Nee
# Geen idee
19. Hebben uw leerlingen beschikking over een computer op school?
# Ja
# Nee
# Niet iedereen
# Geen idee
20. Hebben uw leerlingen beschikking over WIFI op school?
# Ja
# Nee
# Geen idee
21. Hoe snel is de internetverbinding via het WIFI-netwerk?
# Heel traag
# Traag
# Neutraal
# Snel
# Zeer snel
# Geen idee
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22. Is er WIFI bereik op het schoolplein?
# Ja, overal
# Ja, maar niet overal
# Nee
# Geen idee
23. Zou het een probleem zijn als uw leerlingen eigen data verbruik moeten
inbrengen? (Wat voor kosten dit meebrengt is afhankelijk van het abonnement dat de
leerling heeft)
# Totaal geen probleem
# Geen probleem
# Neutraal
# Probleem
# Groot probleem
24. Hoe belangrijk is het voor u dat de metingen met de GrowApp gebruikt worden
voor wetenschappelijk onderzoek?
# Totaal niet belangrijk
# Niet belangrijk
# Neutraal
# Belangrijk
# Heel erg belangrijk
25. Hoe belangrijk is het voor u dat er internationale contacten worden gelegd om:
Totaal niet
belangrijk

Niet
belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Heel erg
belangrijk

1. Data uit
andere landen
te gebruiken

#

#

#

#

#

2. Samen met
leerlingen uit
het buitenland
onderzoek te
doen via
online contact

#

#

#

#

#

3. Resultaten
te delen door
ze te
publiceren

#

#

#

#

#

4. Resultaten
aan
internationale
scholen te
presenteren

#

#

#

#

#
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26. Hoe belangrijk zijn de volgende leerdoelen van de GrowApp voor u?
Totaal niet
belangrijk

Niet
belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Heel erg
belangrijk

1. Leren
onderzoeken door
deel te nemen aan
wetenschappelijk
onderzoek

#

#

#

#

#

2. Leren
observeren door
het combineren
van kijken en
gebruik van
instrumenten

#

#

#

#

#

3. Kennis opdoen
over het effect van
klimaatverandering
op de natuur

#

#

#

#

#

4. Internationale
samenwerking

#

#

#

#

#

Anders, namelijk

#

#

#

#

#

27. Hoe belangrijk vindt u onderstaande contactmogelijkheden met GLOBE?
Totaal niet
belangrijk

Niet
belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Heel erg
belangrijk

1. Mail

#

#

#

#

#

2. Telefoon

#

#

#

#

#

3. Chat

#

#

#

#

#

4. WhatsApp

#

#

#

#

#

5. Social
media

#

#

#

#

#

Anders,
namelijk

#

#

#

#

#

28. Hoe belangrijk vindt u dat GLOBE de volgende diensten verleend?
Totaal niet
belangrijk

Niet
belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Heel erg
belangrijk

1. Ondersteuning
via website

#

#

#

#

#

2. Digitaal
lesmateriaal

#

#

#

#

#

3. Online
lesmateriaal

#

#

#

#

#

4. Poster voor in de
klas

#

#

#

#

#

5. Filmpje met
introductie door

#

#

#

#

#
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wetenschapper
6. Stappenplan
aanleveren

#

#

#

#

#

7. Advies van
GLOBE
medewerker

#

#

#

#

#

8. Feedback van
GLOBE
medewerker

#

#

#

#

#

9. Feedback van
wetenschapper op
de ontvangen
metingen/resultaten

#

#

#

#

#

9. Langs komen op
school voor
hulp/uitleg

#

#

#

#

#

11. Training

#

#

#

#

#

Anders, namelijk

#

#

#

#

#

29. Hoe zou u feedback van de wetenschapper willen ontvangen? (meerdere opties
mogelijk)
" Mail
" Filmpjes
" Webinar
" Social media
" Nieuwsberichten op site
" Post
" Anders, namelijk ____________________
30. Hoe belangrijk zijn de volgende aspecten voor het succes van deelname aan het
GrowApp programma?
Totaal niet
belangrijk

Niet
belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Heel erg
belangrijk

1. Enthousiasme
collega's voor het
project

#

#

#

#

#

2. Enthousiasme
van leerlingen

#

#

#

#

#

3. Enthousiasme
van management

#

#

#

#

#

3. Toestemming
vanuit
management om
deel te nemen aan
GrowApp
programma

#

#

#

#

#

4. Besluit van

#

#

#

#

#
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management
5. Aansluiting
GrowApp
programma op
kenmerken/doelen
van uw school

#

#

#

#

#

6. Dat animaties
van foto's op
eigen
schoolwebsite
geplaatst kunnen
worden

#

#

#

#

#

31. Rankschik de onderstaande onderwerpen naar mate van hoe belangrijk ze zijn
voor een succesvolle deelname aan het GrowApp programma (belangrijkste
bovenaan):
______ Tijd
______ Moeilijkheidsgraad / uitdaging
______ Educatieve waarde
______ Internationale contacten
______ Ondersteuning management / collega's
______ Ondersteuning vanuit GLOBE
______ Online/offline gebruik van de app
32. Met de kennis die u nu heeft, zou u mee willen doen aan dit project?
# Ja
# Misschien
# Nee
# Geen idee
33. Welke informatie heeft u nog nodig om te bepalen of u mee zou willen doen aan
het GrowApp programma?
34. Zou u mee willen denken / feedback willen geven op het GrowApp lesmateriaal?
Indien ja, vul dan uw e-mailadres in:
Dit is het einde van de enquête. Ga door naar de volgende pagina om uw antwoorden
te bevestigen en in te leveren. Dit is het laatste moment dat u uw antwoorden kunt
aanpassen. Bedankt voor uw deelname!
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